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About This Content

A collection of Extra Gift-EXP items including:

“Extra Gift-EXP” - Earn extra Gift-EXP points in the next battle.
“Extra Gift-EXP x3” - Earn extra Gift-EXP points in the next battle (3 time use.)
“Extra Gift-EXP x5.” - Earn extra Gift-EXP points in the next battle (5 time use.)

Choose your Gifts wisely!

Use these items via the Setup\Items\DLC sub-menu from the Lobby.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i5 3.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card
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Great route. It includes the class 170 pack which includes all reskins for the 170. The original pack and all trains included are
cross compatible even if the class 170 is not a fun train to drive. The route really has some nice assets but the whole route isn't
very demanding atall. You can also download a scenery extension from DPsim which is also available on workshop. This
extends the route to Stirling, Carstairs and South Gyle. The original route offers a rather large service variety of stopping
passenger services, express passenger services and freight. Overall, great route;

10\/10. Being a Connoisseur of Solitaire games. I am qualified to tell you that Home Run Solitaire is a very good solitaire game.
Although, I consider it short (beat it under 12 hours), it does make up for it with solid gameplay, mini games, and a decent
storyline. Very good casual solitaire game that should be in every gamer's library. I highly recommend it. 11\/10.. A train that
says it can only get up to 140mph, but easily gets over that, making it a more fun train than the ICE3 because of the tilting, and
great passenger view. The sounds make me sick.. Nice little game .
Most levels have good music and action sync , but will surprise you when you get into pace ( love it ).
Oddly has Practice mode ... maybe for the better ..... Drawn by the art, stayed for the play!

Truly enjoyed it!

This is the first review I've ever given on Steam!

Bravo!. Pretty good. i love it quite alot.. Love this game, it has everything a good game needs.
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Amazing DLC, adds so many new things to do. The maps look beautiful, as do the new units. You can see so much love and
work has been put into it, and it's fairly cheap too. I say this is one of the DLC's that someone needs to get.. This is a good game,
i bought it when it was new years ago and i still play it every so often, its just a simple arcade racing game were you can smash
up zombies, earn money for upgrades and cars and do a few little side activitys like paint job hunting, chasing down astroids or
do demo derbys. Theres no reason not to buy this game if you liked games like twisted metal or other car combat games..
Amazing game! I was skeptical to buy it at first, reading the reviews and seeing how it didn't run on many users' macs. i used
MacMatch from GameAgent to see if my Mac would work and it said "it might run." I gave it a shot. This game is awesome! It
runs perfectly and is SO smooth 10/10. I would advise u all to get this game it is one of the best games on steam atm!. Thank
you for the option to change the skins and sounds to the originals. This is a great nostalgia wave for me. Great old game!. Really
like this route, great use of VLP (very low poly) stock to populate the yards. Player locos are very good and a nice detailed
manual.. Meh nothing special. Interesting idea, but I am sad to say that the execution is lacking. There are some serious quality
of life improvements required to make this less frustrating for regular terminal users.

The game (and terminal) doesn't properly resize to fit the resolution (2560x1600), so you are stuck with a lot of scrolling to read
stuff that would have comfortably fit on the monitor otherwise. The mouse wheel doesn't work and the scroll handle is tiny and
therefore very fiddly. There doesn't even seem to be any keyboard shortcuts for scrolling, which would have been fine, too.

I got through Episode 1 easily enough, but stopped playing during some puzzles in Episode 2 that require typing a lot of rather
wordy commands in a very specific order. Failing one of these apparently requires re-typing all of it. The solution was easy, but
extremely tedious to enter. This, combined with the lack of context (due to the small window and lack of halfway decent
scrolling) made it frustrating enough for me to just quit right there.

My experience with the puzzles is limited by the fact that I stopped playing, but most puzzles so far seem to consist out of rather
repetitively digging through emails, finding a clue and entering the result. Sometimes it also requires you to Google for some
piece of text that the clue references to find the answer. Also, this is nowhere near a "full-featured hacker" experience. There is
only a handful of limited commands, and you could probably just brute-force your way through all of it.

I would have liked to know how the story ends, but in its current state, I am not willing to put more time into it to find out.. Bad

Just about says it
the netcode is so bad that jumping everywhere makes you unkillable

I'm not even gonna finish this, it's a bad cut and run job, don't touch it
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